
Adam J. Lewis Academy

Rise Up & Write!

AJLA "Rise Up & Write" is a space for students of all
ages to celebrate the writing that they have been
working on at school. From  building  foundational
literacy skills to  crafting  paragraphs of  work- AJLA
students cover it all! Please enjoy our class writing
features, each displaying developmentally
appropriate technique through drawing, letter
formation, and spelling. Nurturing the progress of
skills is our goal- not perfection!
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WHAT IS IN THIS
MONTH'S ISSUE?

Class Writing Features
The AJLA Way
AJLA Pizza Parlor Advertisement 
Winter Weather Word Search

WELCOME!

Rise Up & Write!

In each issue of "Rise Up & Write" we will be highlighting a
special character development trait that is a pillar of the AJLA
community! Check out our next issue for the first word that
embodies the AJLA WAY. We will also be giving
recommendations for books that exemplify each trait- a
wonderful excuse to head to the local public library and borrow
a copy!

COMING SOON:
THE AJLA WAY

Second Grade
Second graders 
 are learning all
about the ocean
and marine
biologists. They
have been learning
about marine
biologists of color
for Black History
Month and came
across an
organization "Black
in Marine Science"!
They have written
persuasive letters to
the organization
asking for a marine
scientist to come
speak to our class. 



First Grade
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AJLA PIZZA PARLOR
PreK Oak has been learning all about cooking.
Stop by their Pizza Parlor for a delicious slice-
we recommend the cheese pizza!

In celebration of Black History Month, First Graders crafted
expanded sentences using their knowledge of space in
combination with the histories of Black scientists and
mathematicians at NASA. After reading “Hidden Figures"
by Margot Lee Shetterly, students shared what they
learned by answering questions like, “Who? What? Why?”
to make their kernel sentences pop with spicy detail!

Cheese Pizza
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Kindergarten Third Grade
Third Grade has been working hard on writing. They
started writing their dreams for the world. They started with
MLK’s birthday in January to connect to Black History Month
in February.  

In Kindergarten, students spend writing time
journaling personal stories- with a current focus on
retelling what happened over the weekend. They are
working on counting words in a sentence and then
spacing those words out with a finger space. Once
they know how many words they have, they sound
out what they hear in each word and write. 

Stella

Cameron

Emma

Kate
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WINTER WEATHER WORD SEARCH

Fourth Grade
Fourth grade has been focused on imaginative and creative writing. Each day the class starts with a different writing
prompt – it might be poetry, songs, or artwork as inspiration… it might even just start with a list of random words to
include in a story! 

Hiram wrote a poem inspired by Maya Angelou's "Still I Rise"


